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PART ONE: OUR VISION AND SUCCESS INDICATORS

“Every child should be accepted as an indispensable and essential member of
the human race” - Froebel, in Lilley, p.57

1.1 OUR VISION
Our vision is of a world where children’s integrity, interdependence and creativity are
recognised and cultivated as an indispensable life force in all human societies. Specifically, we
want to see children - supported by skilful childhood practitioners - widely and confidently sharing
their co-created knowledge, ideas and practices - to inspire and enhance social justice, in
harmony with the natural world.

“[Men and women working with young children] should be initiated into the real
nature and manner of a child’s growth, inspired with respect and love for it, and
made thoroughly familiar with the demands of children’s lives and the form of
education which will satisfy them.” - Froebel, in Lilley, p.118
1.2 OUR MISSION
We want to spark a long-term, national learning journey - spearheaded by ELC practitionersas-researchers and change-makers - that will revitalise and bring the inexhaustible value of
Froebelian ideas into mainstream policy and practice for the twenty-first century. In order to
strengthen and clarify both the local and global aspects of our experience in Scotland, we will
catalyse parallel activity with international partners, beginning in Greece and the Czech Republic.
Our aim is that within 5 years Scotland - in rich relationships with our UK-wide Froebel partners will be recognised as a beacon of childhood practice at the heart of an international
community of Froebelians.

“The form of our lives should not be regarded as an immutable fact but as a
constant and progressive process of becoming” - Froebel, in Lilley, p.57.
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“As head of the Scottish Government’s evidence programme on Children and Families, I
particularly value the work Cowgate Under 5s does to advance the evidence around Froebelian
pedagogy. A proposal to upscale and disseminate this work more widely is highly valued, and
will I believe underpin future policy decisions in ELC. The strong supporting ties between
Edinburgh University, Edinburgh Council and Scottish Government will ensure that this has
real impact.” - Louise Scott, Senior Principal Researcher, Scottish Government

1.3 SITUATION AND RATIONALE
Locating a Hub & Spoke in Scotland will be valuable for five main reasons.
• Firstly, within the UK, Scotland stands at a unique crossroads of cultural, political and social
debate - with questions of wellbeing, equalities and human rights topping the national agenda.
• Secondly, Scotland’s high childhood poverty statistics present a critical opportunity to advance
integrative (Froebelian) early years practices which can transform the status quo - particularly by
challenging the influential but unhelpful binaries of deficit and aﬄuence.
• Thirdly, that opportunity is made even more urgent by the rapid expansion of ELC provision
across Scotland via the Scottish Government’s “1140 hours” commitment, and the crucial
questions it raises about children’s rights and our vision of quality childhood practice.
• Fourthly, as a small nation (with uncommon international recognition), the Scottish Government
and Parliament are distinctively open to influence and influencing. As such there is significant
potential for trailblazing legislative and policy work involving children in Scotland.
• Finally, we are uniquely placed to meet these opportunities because of our nationally recognised
track record. This includes the University’s Froebel certificate (now delivered in 23 Local
Authorities), the MSc Pathway and Froebel Trust studentships, Edinburgh Froebel Network and
conferences, and university research projects already underpinned by Froebelian perspectives.
Similarly, we have sound rationales for choosing to prototype our first international spokes in
Greece and the Czech Republic. Building on pre-existing relationships, Greek childhood services
are in a unique transitional state due to exceptional experiences of austerity and a refugee crisis
disproportionately involving children. Vitally, Greece has a “lost" history of Froebelian practice
(Doliopoulou 2006) and our partners at the Network For Children's Rights believe that catalysing
its recovery will be instrumental in responding to these challenges. Meanwhile across the postsoviet Czech Republic, ELC practice remains highly structured. Practitioner-led demand for
change was evidenced in response to a 2019 seminar given by Dr Lynn McNair on Froebelian
practice at the invitation University of Liberec - which was hugely-oversubscribed.

“Froebelian education has no established following in the Czech Republic, even though its
principles, such as trust in pupils and their autonomy, are in harmony with key values and
challenges of 21st century Western society. We are deeply interested in collaborating with
the Hub & Spoke in Scotland and offering Froebelian training for our students.”
- Ilona Sovova, Technical University of Liberec
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1.4 OBJECTIVES
Our top line objectives for a Froebel Trust Hub & Spoke are:
- CULTURE To develop a new, widespread and transformational pedagogy of “practitioner inquiry” (PI),
to sustainably embed Froebelian principles (emphasising freedom, quality observation and
dialogical practice) in ELC settings across Scotland and beyond (Epstein 2012; Kohn 2016).
To pilot, evaluate and extend compelling new approaches to children's participation in and
ownership of their ELC environments, with particular attention to diversity and inclusion
(Tisdall 2019).
To co-develop from the bottom-up the local, regional, national and international infrastructure
and values-based systems that will sustain this work - in partnership with the Froebel Trust.
To advocate for more Froebelian practice and policy coherence: across public and private
sector providers and other key influencers (including a special focus on the third sector).
- NETWORK DEVELOPMENT To establish a first wave of 5 national spokes in partnership with Edinburgh, Falkirk, West
Lothian, West of Scotland and Orkney Local Authorities to sustain training and research.
To develop a supporting programme of co-produced outreach, publishing, events and
communications - to build community, strengthen practice and celebrate a growing treasury
of knowledge and advocacy about children’s lives and childhood practice.
To begin to contextualise and share our work by establishing our first two international
spokes in Greece and the Czech Republic - delivering parallel training and research support.
- PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & KNOWLEDGE To deliver PI training through our spokes - building on each practitioner’s prior participation
with the Froebel Certificate (UoE), and extending this to leadership development.
To catalyse and share an unrivalled and sustained knowledge base about Froebelian
approaches to children’s lives, rights and experiences in Scotland, via PI-led research.
To empower practitioners with a variety of supporting tools and approaches to cultivate
reflexive Froebelian practice, prototyped through our Hub (i.e. the network-servicing
partnership between Cowgate, ELC research staﬀ at The University of Edinburgh and our Hub
& Spoke co-ordination team).

1.5 CONCISE PROJECT NARRATIVE
Between 2020 and 2023, we will establish our Hub and Spoke teams and evaluation frameworks,
dynamically anchored in children's views. We will then launch the project with a workshop by Dr
Jayne White on "the pedagogy of possibility” and a new website acting as a one stop shop for all
things Froebel in Scotland. Reaching out from this, MSc staﬀ and students will baseline current
provision in a sample of around 40 settings across Scotland against Froebelian principles - to
identify challenges and mark progress against final surveying in year three. From here, we will roll
out our first practitioner inquiry training, going on to support 150 Scottish practitioners each year to
carry out reflexive research projects that strengthen their Froebelian provision.
Our social media will build additional networks, while our Hub - through new child-led action
research projects on participation, visitor events and “mobile” hub outreach - will be our physical
interface and exemplify practitioner leadership of the highest order. From these prototypes, we will
begin to develop DIY toolkits for practitioners and briefings for wider stakeholders (including local
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and national government and third sector allies). As practitioners write up their inquiries on
strengthening Froebelian practice, our website will start to host hundreds of searchable projects to
provoke new ways of working. In the second and third years of training we will deliver workshops
for prior cohorts focussed on leadership and systems change. New leaders will go on to create the
local, regional and national infrastructure they need to cultivate a long-term culture of Froebelian
practice (Bruce, et al, 2018).
We will extend both phases of training, and catalyse reciprocal practitioner networks, with
international partners - beginning in Greece and the Czech Republic. We will publish and present
our research on international comparative Froebelian practice and children's participation in action,
and attract media coverage of our work. We will network and advocate beyond the sector, to
promote Froebelian approaches across a range of children's services. Throughout, we will
continuously evaluate our activities (see 1.8 below) to ensure that the impact and intersections of
our work with children, families, practitioners, researchers and policy-makers is evolving, eﬀective,
documented and informing wider conversations about the succession of the project.

IMAGE: Practitioner observation and inquiry into block play at Cowgate Under 5s

From first principles to detailed design, our whole approach to the project is and will be Froebelian.
(See page 30: Frobelian values - including in our own teams). We will take a strengths-based and
experiential approach which welcomes play and uncertainty. In the service of our vision our
principal role will be to notice, support, amplify and connect the indigenous journeys and stories
of our project community. We will promote relationships, ensure co-ownership, emphasise coempowerment and champion the integration of head, heart and hand - between children, core
staﬀ, spoke teams and outreach partners equally. By working steadily towards practice-led
research, networks, conferences and systems we will co-create the principled but fluid and
dialogical culture we need to sustainably serve a growing Froebelian movement right across
Scotland.
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1.6 AMBITION AND CAPACITY
We are known for being ambitious - and believe our track record speaks for itself. The commitment
and collegiate spirit of our highly-skilled team - matched to the current zeitgeist in Scotland - has
already catalysed significant injections of energy and expertise from external stakeholders. Our
initial conversations about this proposal with prospective Spokes, Government, Edinburgh City
Council, third sector colleagues and others give every indication that this will continue. We therefore
have a firm basis to believe we can deliver on what we are proposing. At the same time, we have
divided the activities in this application into “core” and “supplementary” (for details, please see
Appendix I). This will ensure the wellbeing of our team, focus of our work, and a Froebelian spirit of
“space to respond”. If successful, we will proceed as per the plan in its entirety, but the careful
staging of work streams and our quarterly Operational Review meetings will make ongoing
evaluations and decisions about capacity based on the opportunities, priorities and challenges we
meet along the way.

“The true educator and teacher has to be at every moment… two-sided. He
must give and take, unite and divide, order and follow… be active and
passive, decisive and permissive, firm and flexible.” - Froebel, in Lilley, p.55.

1.7 MOMENTUM
Our Hub and Spoke in Scotland will rapidly unite and extend recent action research that is already
starting to make the case for a new integrated early childhood research, policy and practice centre
for Scotland. In addition to the international work described above, recent investigations coproduced by Cowgate Under 5s, The University and Edinburgh Froebel Network have included:
• A prototype Practitioner Inquiry training with 15 settings around Edinburgh (October 2018 present). Future development feedback points to a marked desire to expand on such collective
and concrete reflexivity spaces - both among co-trainees and between peers in individual settings.
Participants also expressed a desire for a longer research window and more contextualisation.
• A successful pop-up play cafe (the basis for our proposed “mobile hubs”) in a so-called
“community of multiple deprivation” in Edinburgh known as Dumbiedykes (June 2019). Future
development feedback from community participants was focussed on the power of co-producing
“visionary" alternative spaces for children and families; while feedback from non-local partners
amplified a clear desire to robustly challenge the deficit frameworks which shape “outreach”.
Recognising the impact of this, we have subsequently received an internal grant (UoE) to build on
our learning by co-producing a week-long play cafe with several communities at The Scottish
Storytelling Centre in June 2020.
• Finally, a similar grant enabled us to host a visioning retreat for a new national childhood
centre with multidisciplinary and sectoral stakeholders including the Scottish Government and
third sector. Future development feedback revealed a remarkable level of purchase across sectors.
The key recommendation - to rapidly prototype and strength-test the centre’s oﬀerings in parallel
with further conversation and scoping - underpins this application. (For more information on the
Centre concept please see Appendix III, our draft charter).
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The Hub & Spoke will provide an incomparable evidential basis for this vision, as we evaluate at
every stage of the project how to sustainably resource the intersections and learning they aﬀord
children, settings, researchers, practitioners, communities, policy-makers and families.

1.8 EVALUATION METHODOLOGIES
These objectives will be achieved in response to rich, qualitative evaluation backed up by metadata frameworks, collection and analysis - baselined at the start of each workstream/cohort. We
will draw on observation, interviews, focus groups and questionnaires, and lean into thematic and
narrative analysis, At the same time we will devise a meta-data framework to allow for insightful
comparisons across workstreams.
The Detailed Plan on pages 21-29 indicates our careful consideration of evaluation at each stage.
This - and precise indicators - will be agreed in detail during a three day evaluation workshop at
the start of the project facilitated by the social impact evaluation agency Matter of Focus, drawing
on our in-house research expertise.
Underpinning the whole programme are the principles of action research, informed by the
reflexivity of Theory U (Scharmer 2007), through which practitioner and child-led research will be
championed as experiential, mindful, progressive, systemic and relational. Above all - and
throughout - we will conduct a rigorous dialogue and learning journey about which methodologies
are truly based -in principles and eﬀect - in “listening" to children’s views, responses and needs
(Davies, 2014; Tisdall, 2019).

ABOVE: Some children’s views of practitioners, Cowgate, December 2019
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1.9 TRACKING SUCCESS
The following pages outline what success will look and feel like at each stage of the Hub &
Spokes’ development. (Pages 8-19 are designed to be read alongside the Gantt chart which can
be found on page 20).

WITHIN SIX MONTHS OF BECOMING A HUB & SPOKE:

- CULTURE We will have formed a strong core team and communications
culture, including with the Froebel Trust through quarterly joint
meetings, documenting a story of how we embody Froebelian
principles in our ways of working (communally, integrally,
experientially and sustainably). Froebelian principles will have
been systemically integrated into all our evaluation frameworks.
Processes for evaluating our work in partnership with children
and anchoring it to their views will have been clearly established,
in detailed quantitative and qualitative analytical frameworks
(Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Our team and participants will feel
confident and clear about how we are collectively measuring
success. Children at Cowgate will know about and feel
ownership of the Hub’s role, and their rights within it - and have
been actively involved in shaping it.

6

months

How will we know
Quarterly “team culture”
survey PLUS “principles”
checks of all evaluation tools
Peer review of our
evaluation processes by
children’s rights researchers
Participant training, survey
and clarity of data
Routine inquiry established
at All Staﬀ meetings

“Over a cup of hot chocolate round the forest school stove, my son Oliver sang a song about fire safety
to an attentive audience of his four-year-old fellows in a language of his own devising. That was when
I really understood the extraordinary power of Froebelian methods to nurture integrated creative and
social skills in young children. Oliver will benefit from his early Froebelian experience for the rest of
his life.” - Tim, parent, Cowgate Under 5s

- PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & KNOWLEDGE Our Hub team - integrating 5 Cowgate practitioners and 7
University research staﬀ - will have clarified knowledge and
policy gaps and will be developing their Practitioner Inquiry
leadership capacity and as they initiate a multi-year project
prototyping and sharing new approaches to children’s
participation in ELC across Scotland (Baumfield, et al., 2012).
This will be based on a series of mini child-led action research
projects, developing over the project term as children's concerns
emerge. It will be vitally enhanced by parallel activity examining
Froebelian understandings of participation specifically in relation
to issues of inclusion of marginalised children e.g. with additional
support needs (Ravenscroft, et al., 2019), migrants, etc.
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Baseline survey, literature
review and meta-analysis of
current approaches to
participation led by Professor
Kay Tisdall & John Ravenscroft

Annual interviews with team
members, baselined at start

At least 75 ELC settings across Scotland will reinvigorate their
reflective and reflexive practice by participating in self- and
Hub-led baseline evaluations of their practice against Froebelian
principles (Davis, 1998). Evaluations will be carried out by and
empower at least 10 international students undertaking The
University of Edinburgh’s Froebel and Childhood Practice MSc.
At least 150 practitioners from five local authorities (our spokes)
will have begun original “Practitioner Inquiry” training in their
regions and consequentially report feeling valued, inspired and
resourced. This will begin the process of building powerful new
networks at local, regional and national levels for child and
practitioner-led innovation in ELC, based on rigorous and
comparable research foundations.

How will we know
WITHIN SIX MONTHS

Baseline survey of settings
and researcher learning

Cohort 1 participants’
survey

“We have very strong evidence to show the impact on practice of our engagement in the Froebel
in Childhood Practice certificate and further work as an emerging “Falkirk Froebel Network".
Children in Falkirk are benefitting hugely from learning with Froebelian trained educators who
show increasingly thoughtful consideration to the holistic child.”
- Lisa McCabe, Education Team Manager, Falkirk Council

- NETWORK DEVELOPMENT Thousands of ELC practitioners in our Scottish and global
networks will be aware of and inspired by the launch of our Hub
& Spoke, and feel welcomed into and provoked by it. As part of
the launch, Professor Jayne White (Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology) will have hosted a two day workshop, inspiring new
thinking based on her research into a "pedagogy of possibility”.
Hundreds of practitioners will begin sustained engagement
with our work and Froebel’s principles for the first time via our
“digital hub” (website, social media and quarterly video
podcasts and e-newsletters).
Our mobile hub - manifesting as a “pop-up play cafe” created by
Cowgate staﬀ and children - will begin to develop our shared
physical outreach capacity. It will extend experiences of quality
Froebelian practice directly into diverse communities, inspiring
change, and investing in vital, complimentary relationships
that will inform the overall evolving mission of the Hub & Spoke.
Cowgate (as hub) will be hosting more strategic and regular
visitors, with clear roles for the whole Cowgate team. Visitors
and staﬀ alike will clearly understand how the Hub supports
policy and professional development. We will track increased
uptake of these various opportunities and develop clear
progression pathways for Hub and Spoke participants alike.
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Website and enews metadata; tracked responses to
"send us a welcome message”
and opt-in to future comms;
workshop participants survey.

As above - quarterly data

Mobile hub: participant and
practitioner interviews &
feedback forms

All staﬀ (Cowgate) baseline
surveys (at 0 and 3 months)
plus visitor questionnaires and
follow-up survey.

IMAGE: observation and inquiry into outdoor and heuristic play with international practitioners

WITHIN ONE YEAR OF BECOMING A HUB & SPOKE:

- CULTURE Building on existing partnerships (e.g. Save The Children,
Children in Scotland, Oxfam Scotland), we will have begun the
process of establishing an interdisciplinary basis for
Froebelian advocacy in Scotland, by initiating focussed
knowledge exchange with two major third sector organisations
(and at least 6 across the 3 year term of the programme). As a
result, we will see specific, new and strategic steps being
explored: to transform object-oriented “children’s services”
provided by third sector organisations into child-led “children’s
spaces” (Moss & Petrie, 2002).
We will see and document evidence that 75 ELC settings are
beginning to incorporate Practitioner Inquiry frameworks in
formalised commitments to reflexive practices that explicitly
reference Froebel (Bruce, et al, 2018). Feedback from settings
will include rich case studies about how this is directly
strengthening children’s rights and potentiality, with a
sample of 225+ children. Where this is not happening, we will
learn why. This process will inform (and in turn be supported by)
the creation and revision of our new Practitioner Inquiry Toolkit
(see Network Development, below).
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1

year

How will we know

Baseline surveys at start
and 3 and 12 months after
meeting

Participant questionnaires
and Spoke co-ordinators
focus group

“Let us learn from our children. Let us attend to the knowledge which their lives
gently urge upon us and listen to the quiet demands of their hearts.”
- Froebel, in Lilley, p.92.

Drawing from our baseline evaluation of Scottish settings, by the
end of year one we will have produced the briefing Froebelian
Practice in Scotland. This will spotlight and celebrate innovative
and exemplary ELC practices explicitly rooted in Froebelian
principles, linked to local PESTLE contexts/analysis. It will confer
recognition and ambassadorial status on the diverse and - we
hope - numerous settings written about. In turn the briefing will
form the basis for our year 3 comparative and reflexive analysis
of practice between Scotland, Greece and the Czech Republic.
Our core team, supported by the social impact evaluation agency
Matter of Focus, will have undertaken our first full annual review.
We will have mapped learning and achievements, reflected
honestly on gaps and blind spots, and honed future plans and
processes. Following this we will have shared, further explored
and sharpened this learning with the Froebel Trust, Spokes and
partners to ensure more eﬀective and strategic outcomes.

How will we know
WITHIN ONE YEAR

Briefing produced and
disseminated. Recipients
and subject settings surveyed.

Documented in Impact and
Evaluation Review 2021,
combined with survey of core
team’s experience of the
evaluation process and Matter of
Focus’ leadership

- PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & KNOWLEDGE Arising from their training, 150 new Practitioner Inquirers will have
carried out diverse research projects to clarify and strengthen
their settings’ Froebelian practice. PI projects will include a
significant focus on catalysing the principles in Froebel's Gifts
and Occupations (Liebschner, 1992). Through reflexive evaluation
of their projects PIs will record increased understanding and
promotion of children's agency, creativity, self-integration
and social capacities (Davis, et al., 2012). As above (see
Culture) this will be codified in new commitments by each setting
to develop sustainable systems and support for continuous PI.
The initial phase of our action research projects with children
focussing on Froebelian participation and inequalities will have
been reviewed and written up. They will have strengthened
practice and knowledge, and started to inform the strategic
evolution and child-practitioner co-design of phase two.
Dissemination of the “journey so far" will have provoked uptake
of prototype Participation tools in at least 20 settings.
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Submitted research
projects plus setting
baselines plus practitioner
feedback with submission
incorporating children's views
repeated after 6 months.

Biannual research team
review. Production of Children's
Participation Toolkit disseminated and uptake
baselined.

Two international spokes will have been initiated (Greece and the
Czech Republic), paralleling our activity with Scottish spokes.
Practitioners will report: increased self-confidence, knowledge
and value; case studies of children’s experiences will evidence
impact; settings will have begun to codify systemic changes to
practice; and regional authorities will have begun to consider
infrastructure to advance Froebelian principles-in-practice.

How will we know
WITHIN ONE YEAR

Participant baseline surveys
and project submissions.

“Froebelian pedagogy and practice no longer seem prevalent in Greece. Using our networks,
this project will allow us to disseminate, raise awareness, build capacity in the sector and
widely extend the application of Froebelian practice.”
- Panos Christodoulou, Network For Children's Rights, Athens

- NETWORK DEVELOPMENT Our Practitioner Inquiry and Children's Participation toolkits and
Froebelian Practice in Scotland briefing will have been widely
disseminated online, broadening awareness of the work, ethos
and impact of the Hub & Spokes. They will be starting to enable
PI and Froebelian practice to be more widely understood, valued,
incorporated and reflexively assessed (Elfer, et al, 2012).
We will have begun documenting the impact of these tools on
settings we have not directly trained, and on practitioners'
professional development and children’s lives.
These tools, along with the first four of 12 video podcasts, will be
acting demonstrably as a gateway for as-yet unreached settings
to become part of the Hub and Spoke "family". We will be
experiencing increased demand to participate, assessing how
these demands can be met, and realigning capacity to
strengthen those gateways demonstrating the most impact.
Our first international spokes will be beginning to develop their
own networking infrastructures at regional levels, to strengthen
prototype pathways into Froebelian training. As a result of the
Scottish Hub sharing news of international activity and learning
Scottish networks will have started to value and link their
practice across cultures, and be considering implications for
their own setting’s cultural awareness and inclusivity.
In addition to catalysing local changes to third sector
organisations' work with children, we will have initiated a new
conversation about how to support the networking of third
sector organisations around Froebelian policy and practice
discussions, with a view to provoking more sustainable and farreaching impacts on children's experiences of the sector.
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Invitation to respond to
outputs, digital meta-data
tracked, option added to contact
form (How did you hear about
us)

Feedback invitation
included in tools
themselves, with link to online
form
Contact form: How did you
hear about us

Participant follow-up survey
(3 months after submission)
plus invitation to respond to
cross-cultural/international
provocations in digital comms

Third sector strategic
impact plan drafted for peer
review (co-produced with third
sector partners)

Evaluation of our mobile hub / pop-up play cafe provision with
partners, settings and children will have strengthened outreach
planning for years two and three. We will see at least one ELC
provider in each community (a minimum of 8 in year one)
stepping onto an appropriate Hub & Spoke pathway (e.g. Selfevaluation toolkit > Froebel Certificate > PI Training). As a result,
a range of practitioners in these communities will be directly and
indirectly encountering the Hub & Spoke Network, and beginning
to test out, promote and feed back new ideas to improve
children's lives. As a result our expertise will start to be
enlarged by a range of experiences, contexts and relationships
complimentary to our core Spoke partnerships.

How will we know
WITHIN ONE YEAR

Mobile hub team
systematically tracking and
reporting on two-way impacts

IMAGE: Cowgate children playing at Cooland (“Cowland”). Unlike other local "Forest Kindergaarten” oﬀerings, Cowgate
children choose where they want to go and, crucially, when - leaning in to the positive risks in familiar and new spaces.

WITHIN TWO YEARS OF BECOMING A HUB & SPOKE:

- CULTURE We will have attracted (and co-produced with children)
media coverage of Hub & Spoke activity, developing our
capacity for popular communication of the issues,
increasing society-wide knowledge of Froebelian principles
in practice, empowering parents and carers to think
critically about their children’s ELC environments, and
providing further leverage to advance our policy and
advocacy work with children.
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2

years

How will we know

Coverage documented and
analysed alongside
audience feedback mechanisms.
Communications capacity of
core team baselined (as part of
Communications Strategy).

We will have stepped up the transition from Hub-driven
activity to regional/Spoke-driven activity - foregrounding
sustainability in Local Authorities’ investment in Froebelian
practice (Bruce, et al, 2018). Specifically, we will have
facilitated joint reflection and knowledge exchange about
what kinds of regional CPD infrastructure will sustain the
work - and how these will be continuously connected to
the specific expertise of children and practitioners in each
region - to learn from and expand on their unique stories,
lives and strengths.

How will we know
WITHIN TWO YEARS

Regional plans for
sustaining engagement in
place. Leadership participant
feedback. Possible training of
trainers explored.

“The most impressive part [of the Froebel MSc] was the peer learning, which fostered a
culture of constructive feedback and respect. I have really enjoyed my journey and would
truly recommend this MSc to anyone who wants to give children a learning approach
that cherishes their thoughts and action through guidance and freedom.” - Sandra
Davidson, Little Beehive Nursery, Cupar

- PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & KNOWLEDGE In addition to a further 70 settings undertaking PI training
(150 Scottish practitioners, 60 international practitioners),
we will have developed an additional Leadership and
Impact programme, which will be delivered to the previous
years's PI intake in Scotland, Greece and the Czech
Republic (105 participants approx). Leadership participants
will have reported feeling more empowered, confident
and connected, and critically are moving on to provide
peer support to the current year’s PI trainees as they begin
to develop their research.
In turn, we will have cultivated, evaluated and championed
new ways for practitioners to work collaboratively, and
across settings, as they sustainably move towards
collective PI/Froebelian reflexivity (Baumfield, et al,
2012). In turn, practitioners and settings alike will be
starting to take greater ownership of how they share their
learning (and the weigh the value of it) to increase the
consistency of provision for children across their locality.
The second phase of our child-led action research projects
will have been reviewed and written up. They will have
strengthened practice and knowledge, and started to
inform the strategic evolution and child-practitioner codesign of phase three. Continued dissemination of the
“journey so far" will have provoked uptake of prototype
Participation tools in at least 20 further settings.
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Cohort 1 (Leadership
participants) surveyed and
interviewed; Cohort 2 (peer
support recipients) surveyed and
interviewed.

Spoke co-ordinators focus
group plus Leadership and
PI cohorts follow-up surveys
- incorporating children and
parent/carer views

Biannual research team
review. Toolkit revisions
narrated. Uptake tracked.

We will have conducted an in-depth literature review of
Scottish ELC policy, to examine its strengths and
weaknesses in relation to Froebelian principles, and
produced and disseminated the briefing “Reflecting Froebel
in Scottish policy”. In turn we will develop our first Scottish
policy reform strategy, and be feeling empowered about
taking this forward in year three.
We will have expanded on our individual conversations with
Scottish third sector organisations, continuing to inform our
awareness of specific services and how they impact on
children’s lives. At the same time we will be developing a
systemic understanding about the third sector in Scotland
and starting to identify opportunities to build coherence
between the third sector and increasingly Froebelian ELC.

How will we know
WITHIN TWO YEARS

Briefing and strategy
produced and peer
reviewed. Quarterly team
reflections documented.
Individual relationships
baselined plus draft sector
analysis briefing produced.

- NETWORK DEVELOPMENT Initial publishing of our research (combined with media
coverage) will have started to generate documented
interest and enquiries from a wide range of academics,
practitioners and policy-makers looking to extend the
impact of our research to improve children's lives. We will
be giving over some capacity to support these
conversations in strategic consideration of the wider
Froebelian movement in the UK and beyond.
PI trainees in Scotland, Greece and the Czech Republic will
be developing and documenting their own micro-networks
- as our Leadership & Impact training and resultant peerworking across settings catalyses new forms of sharing/
developing sustained and interconnected Froebelian PI.
We will have co-hosted our first round table with a range of
third sector organisations. This will have explored the value
of establishing a new network (bridging the sector with
ELC) and begun to explore strategic and collaborative
opportunities to strengthen children's rights in Scotland.
We will have hosted Greek and Czech delegations in
Scotland, centred on a “comparative practice" workshop
with Scottish practitioners, to catalyse new cross-cultural
learning, networks and approaches.
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Quarterly monitoring of new
opportunities/requests at
full team meetings.

Participants baselined on
existing/new avenues for
knowledge exchange/networking.

Third sector strategic
impact/network plan
adopted or otherwise assessed.

Workshop participants
surveyed and workshop
report generated and
disseminated.

IMAGE: Cowgate and The University of Edinburgh’s prototype pop-up play cafe, delivered in partnership with a local
community centre in a deficit-labelled “area of multiple deprivation”. June 2019.

AFTER THREE YEARS OF BEING A HUB & SPOKE:

3

years

- CULTURE Our core team will have visited a representative sample of
twenty of the settings included in our year one baseline and
have conducted in-depth comparative evaluation of their
Froebelian journeys over the previous three years. This will
consider both practitioners’ personal development and the
ways in which settings have systemically incorporated PI
and wider Froebelian principles and pathways into their
procedures. It will have informed updates to our "Froebel in
Scottish Practice” briefing, and anchored our year three
Hub & Spoke conference in unparalleled inspiration.
We will have supported PI-trained leaders and regional
bodies first to co-produce national conferences and then to
co-develop the national infrastructure which will sustain
our vision of "a long-term national learning journey” that
instills Froebelian principles across our ELC culture. This
will be mirrored by conference and infrastructure
development in Greece and the Czech Republic.
Our network development with the third sector will be
starting to evidence eﬀective and collaborative action to
strategically embed Froebelian principles in a wider
range of children’s “services".
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How will we know

Baseline surveys updated
and summary briefing
produced. Case studies
incorporated into conference
plan.

National infrastructure
plans in place - coherently
linked to plan for a new national
research, policy and practice
centre.

First evaluation against
Third Sector strategic plan
(surveying our new network).

We will have reviewed our work with the Scottish
Government and Froebel Trust, and be developing concrete
plans for co-developing a new national research-policypractice centre. This will be designed to develop the
successes of the Hub & Spoke programme and wider longterm initiatives. It will support our newly established
networks, ongoing training and the continued development
of Scotland as "a beacon of progressive childhood
practice at the heart of an international community”.

How will we know
WITHIN THREE YEARS

All H&S networks and
participants surveyed in
relation to national centre plans.
Draft or final plan in place.

“In childhood man is like the plant's flower or the tree's blossom; he is a
manifestation of humankind’s ceaseless rebirth.” - Froebel, in Lilley, p.93.

- PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & KNOWLEDGE An additional 50 settings will have undertaken PI and
Leadership training in Scotland - bringing the total number
of traineeships to 750 internationally. (For full figures,
please see Appendix 1). As in year two, a further 75 PI
research projects will have been documented (285 total
over three years), providing an unparalleled wealth of
data and ideas about the nature of Froebelian reflexive
practice and “principles-in-practice”.
Hundreds of practitioners beyond the direct reach of the
project will drawing on this data (research, case studies and
innovations), all richly and ethically archived online, to
inspire and strengthen practice eﬀecting tens of
thousands of children.
Our PI trainees' new capacity for reflexivity and leadership
will directly benefit an estimated 8875 individual children
and their families (see Appendix II), cultivating a greater
understanding and richer experiences of their rights,
strengths and and freedoms as a result of new practice.
Our child-led action research projects exploring children's
participation and inclusion will have been summarised,
published and presented at various conferences,
significantly contributing to a greater understanding of the
value and means of eﬀecting more meaningful children's
participation across ELC.
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Projects archived and
archive heavily promoted.

Archive users tracked and
surveyed re. impact. Social
media feedback documented.

End of project sample
visits/baseline and full
participants survey focussing on
rich case studies of children’s
perspectives and experiences.

Summary briefing produced
alongside revised toolkit disseminated and feedback
sought and documented.

Conferences in Scotland, Greece and the Czech Republic co-produced by PI-trained leaders and regional bodies will have summarised, celebrated and reviewed future steps
for PI research in each country, with a specific focus on
blind spots (from social justice perspectives). Attendees
have reported significant gains in knowledge,
understanding and focus for future inquiry.
Based on the knowledge collated across the three years
and summarised for publishing and conference, we will
have conducted a comparative study of practice between
Scotland, Greece and the Czech Republic - drawing out the
unique and overlapping values, approaches and challenges
for practitioners, children and families pursuing Froebelian
ways of living and working. In turn this will have suggested
vital focuses and inter-cultural methodologies for future
international collaboration to further enhance children's
rights.
A root and branch review of the Hub & Spoke website and
its content will ensure that the unparalleled data generated
by the project - including some 285 PI projects, video
podcasts, and the story of the project itself - is eﬀectively
archived, searchable and promoted. As a result
practitioners across Scotland and the world will draw lifechanging inspiration, ideas and connections from the
original work long after it has evolved to its next stages.

How will we know
WITHIN THREE YEARS

Conference questionnaires
(knowledge focus) plus impact
reports by organisers (including
reps from Cohorts 1 & 2).
Comparative practice
briefing/articles produced
including proposals for
Froebelian inter-cultural research
methodology and opportunities.

Website in legacy status, as
appropriate to future plans,
plus provision for ongoing
monitoring of use.

“I have found these inputs an incredible way of stimulating discussion with him about his
nursery life, activities and friends. Sometimes he doesn’t want to talk about them (which is
fine!) but more often he is keen to talk about his friends; to amplify the story or add to his views
about an experience or creation.” - Parent, interviewed about our approach to recording
children's experiences ("Lived Stories”, funded by The Froebel Trust)

- NETWORK DEVELOPMENT Our Hub team together with the community outreach
partners we have worked with over the previous three years
will have evaluated the Hub programme and fed into plans
for the development of a National Centre and its outreach
programme. We will feel newly clear and confident about
how and why we must evolve as an exemplary interface
with the Froebelian community and mission in Scotland.
We will have documented progress in every Spoke towards
building the regional infrastructure required to continue the
work and new regional networking opportunities (expanding
on a growing culture of peer-to-peer work across settings).
Practitioners will feel better connected, resourced and
nurtured as Froebelians at a regional level.
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Full Hub team survey and
focus group plus future
oriented focus group or survey
of previous Hub visitors and
mobile hub participants.

Final Spokes co-ordinators
focus group plus end of
project participant survey.

Practitioners and policy-makers from Scotland, Greece and
the Czech Republic will have meaningfully networked at a
national level through their first co-produced Hub & Spoke
conferences. They will be energised and resourced and
feel tangibly instrumental to a much bigger project of
social change, stepping into the heart of their leadership by
actively co-producing national-level conversations about
future Froebelian initiatives.
In addition to Hub-led networking and project development
with the third sector, we will have started to document the
activity and impact of Spokes directly increasing and
strengthening their own third sector interfaces: to promote
and leverage greater coherence between Froebelian ELC
and wider children's services at a regional level.
As a Hub, together with our Greek and Czech counterparts,
we will have cultivated the plans, resources and
relationships required to sustain and grow our new
national and international networks over the long-term,
including a focus on the systemic challenges to Froebelian
pedagogy that we must collectively mitigate.

How will we know
WITHIN THREE YEARS

Conference questionnaires
(networking focus).

Spokes co-ordinators own
surveys and feedback.

Future network plans
produced/incorporated into
National Centre plan.

“I'm hot - let’s build a swimming pool?” “How could we do that?” “With the bricks!”
"Let's try it!” (Cowgate Under 5s, July 2019)
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PART TWO:
OUR
DEVELOPMENT
AND DELIVERY
PLAN

The following pages
support the impactfocussed narrative
provided in previous
section.

2.1 GANTT CHART
The Gantt chart
opposite visualises the
chronological
connections between
our activities in
2020-2023.
2.2 DETAILED PLAN
The tables on pages
21-29 are indicative of
the detailed planning
that will go into
delivering on our
objectives. For the
rationale for each
activity, please review
Part 1 above.
Resources for vital
pre-project
preparatory activities
as outlined in the plan
(April to August 2020)
has been approved.
Separate documents
of the Gantt and the
Detailed Plan have
been provided for
printing at A3 or
larger.
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DETAILED PROJECT DELIVERY PLAN | 2020-2023
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PART THREE: OUR VALUES

3.1 EXEMPLIFYING FROEBELIAN VALUES
As a team - comprising Cowgate practitioners and University researchers - we are deeply
committed to promoting a living conversation about Froebel’s principles, founded on research.
This has been repeatedly recognised in Cowgate's achievement of Excellent status in inspection
reports despite our broadly atypical practice. The following table provides examples of the
external and internal indicators of that quality, while Part One (above) concretely locates those
indicators (referencing co-empowerment, potentiality, celebration, agency, honesty, sustainability,
reflexivity… and integrative, systemic perspectives).
Appendix III (A Reflexive Guide To Our Practice) evidences a tool we have been prototyping with
new and longstanding staﬀ at Cowgate Under 5s to guide dialogue and practice. Appendix IV
includes more detail on the values that have so far energised our vision for a new national
research, policy and practice centre - which this application is instrumental to developing.
EXAMPLE INDICATORS
PRINCIPLES
(drawn from Froebel Trust)

As reflected in children’s lives

As reflected in our own teams
(as Hub, Spokes and Settings)

Children feel seen and validated for
who they are. They are not stressed
by non-integral expectations.

As members of our teams we feel
respected, deeply listened to and
supported to meet the human needs of
the moment as much as the future.

Children are able to express their
“voice” and feel valued and
connected in nature, community and
the wider world.

As practitioners we know that the
extension of our learning and
relationships across a range of
experiences and environments are
deeply valued and supported.

3 The uniqueness of every
child

Children feel confident to express
themselves freely, and celebrated for
their manifold capabilities. In turn they
see and celebrate others.

We feel that our unique talents,
experiences and perspectives are
values - and we routinely make space
for the diversity among us to inform our
work.

4 The holistic nature of
every child’s

Children display ease, creativity,
purpose and growth in forging their
own explorations - which cut across
any time, space, “capacity" and
thematic demands that unnecessarily
direct, frame or constrain them.

We co-host and nurture each other in
our work not simply as specialists with
compartmentalised duties but as
human beings co-creating dynamic
systems - with cross-cutting insights,
emotions and talents.

Children are freely inventing new ways
of seeing and remaking the world, and
know that they are respected and
supported by adults with open hearts
and minds.

We play. We experiment, we embrace
uncertainty, we don’t rush to answer
questions, we welcome mistakes (which
we call surprises), adaptation, dialogue,
new beginnings and well-attended
endings - while being held together by
evolving yet inscribed values.

1 The integrity of
childhood in its own
right
2 The relationship of every
child to family, nature,
culture and society.

development

5 The role of play and
creativity as central
integrating elements

Children are routinely able to
6 The right of children to
protection from harm and recognise, name and negotiate their
needs, including their absolute right to
the promotion of their
mental, emotional and physical
overall well-being
respect.
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As members of our teams, we are
committed to protecting each other’s
inclusion and wellbeing - regardless of
the strong feelings which inevitably
arise in any community.

Each element of our activities will be visibly grounded in dialogue about these principles "as
experienced”. They will be routinely and clearly represented in all our materials. Crucially, every
participant and stakeholder evaluation - whether formal or informal - will test out their experience
of these values in action - both as agents and recipients of ELC and Hub & Spoke cultures and
events. As a team we will remain deeply open and supportive of our collective and individual
areas for growth.

3.2 DISSEMINATION AND INCLUSION
As per the details given in Part One we are committed to sharing our work and being proactively
open to new and diverse voices through the following channels:
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Our social media will relay information, ideas, provocations and invitations to catalyse a farreaching inclusive and dynamic conversation about Froebelian practice, culture, challenges
and opportunities in Scotland.
Our website will promote and accessibly archive the knowledge and stories generated by the
project - notably hundreds of inspiring and reflexive Practitioner Inquiry projects - as well as
clear information about the pathways for practitioners and others to engage with and develop
their Froebelian capacities and connections.
Our mobile hub will reach out to a range of communities in the Lothians especially, to develop
our Hub team's knowledge and understanding of ELC in diﬀerent contexts and build vital
relationships that will shape our work and engage in future activities (e.g. training).
Our quarter newsletters and video podcasts will bring to life and to wider attention the story of
the Hub and Spoke and Froebelian themes and practice.
Our toolkits and briefings will be widely shared with settings, communities, families and other
professionals (including policy makers and third sector stakeholders) beyond the direct reach
of the project.
Publication and conference presentations of our research will represent the findings of our
child-led action research on children's participation and inclusion.
Media coverage of project case studies - and its rationale and impact - will reach a wider
public audiences concerned with themes including creativity, sustainability and social justice
in Scotland.
Our dialogue with third sector organisations and networks (non-core programme) will extend
awareness of Froebelian principles, challenges and practices into a wider range of children's
services.

“Cowgate and its wonderful, Froebelian-trained staff have valued our son as a whole person
from his first day there. The meaningful relationships he has formed playing with his adult
and child friends have helped him build confidence, resourcefulness and a self belief that
means he is thriving and overcoming early challenges. Cowgate is a deeply special place and
we feel so grateful to be a part of this loving community.” Gary, parent

.
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PART FOUR: OUR TEAM

4.1 OVERVIEW AND ACCOUNTABILITIES
The vast majority of our core team is Froebel trained (as indicated in biographies below), and
between us we have a wealth of research, training, communications, advocacy and practice
backgrounds. The project will be led by Dr Lynn McNair OBE (Senior Programme Director), who is
employed by both the University and Cowgate Under 5s. Lynn is accountable for overall decisionmaking, reporting to the Head of School at Moray House and to the Director of Early Years for
Edinburgh City Council as appropriate, both of whom have approved this application. Day-to-day
decisions aﬀecting Cowgate will be made with Lian Higgins (Hub Programme Director), in line with
her role as Senior Practitioner at Cowgate. In addition to the core programme team listed below,
we are delighted to work with a wider auxiliary team including our whole practitioner family at
Cowgate (most of whom are Froebel trained or on a Froebel training pathway) as well as Local
Authority colleagues (at least two in each spoke location) who have a track record of supporting
their staﬀ to undertake Froebel training. Finally, the children of Cowgate are firmly at the centre of
our Hub decision-making processes.
A note on the division of labour and costs
Our team works fluidly across Cowgate Under 5s and The University of Edinburgh. Whilst on paper
staﬃng costs are not precisely 50/50 between the two organisations, Dr Lynn McNair’s time is split
between Cowgate and The University and Simon Bateson, our Co-director for Strategy & Impact,
is based at Cowgate where he also works part time as an Early Years Practitioner. Three members
of our research team have children at Cowgate Under 5s (combining professional practice with an
active role in our community: in keeping with our overall ethos of integrative perspectives). The
partnership between the two organisations is deep, long-standing and dynamic.
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4.2

TEAM ROLES AND BIOGRAPHIES

DR LYNN MCNAIR OBE | Snr Programme Director | University of Edinburgh / Cowgate Under 5s
About - Lynn McNair is Head of our Froebelian nursery (Cowgate Under
Fives) and a Teaching Fellow at the University of Edinburgh, where she
oversees the University’s work on Froebel. She was awarded an OBE in
2009 for her contribution to Early Learning and Childhood.
Role - Lynn will oversee the project, specifically leading the development
of Practitioner Inquiry for our regional spokes, and with Lian Higgins
(below) co-leading Cowgate’s participation (as our physical Hub in
Edinburgh). In addition she will co-develop our International Spokes
workstream, and contribute to all research tools and outputs.
LIAN HIGGINS | Cowgate Under 5s | Hub Programme Director Froebel in Childhood Practice
About - Lian Higgins is a 17 year veteran of Froebelian practice at the
Cowgate Under 5’s Centre in Edinburgh. She is passionate about
Froebelian pedagogy which she leads at Cowgate. She also manages our
pastoral relationships with families.
Role - Lian will oversee Cowgate’s participation in the project, specifically
co-designing our child-led action research projects, developing our visitor
events and pathways, supporting setting evaluations and managing the
active involvement of the wider staﬀ team.

LUKE ADDISON | University of Edinburgh | Teaching Associate

Froebel in Childhood Practice

About - Luke Addison is the owner of a Froebelian nature kindergaarten,
Riverside Nursery, in Bathgate, West Lothian. He teaches on the BA in
Childhood Practice, and is currently working towards a PhD examining
Children's Geographies, supported by The Froebel Trust.
Role - Luke will support our Practitioner Inquiry training team in Scotland
and co-lead training in the Czech Republic.

SIMON BATESON | Cowgate Under 5s | Co-director (Strategic Impact) Froebel in Childhood Practice
About - Simon Bateson is a Froebelian Practitioner at Cowgate Under 5s.
He has a wide-ranging background in arts, social justice and
environmental organisations in Scotland, and was the founding director of
Scottish charity Take One Action (“Truly empowering” The Scotsman). In
2017, he was awarded The Royal Scottish Geographical Society’s Lifetime
Fellowship for services to active citizenship.
Role - Simon will co-ordinate Hub & Spoke activity across its
programmes to ensure we deliver the most sustainable and strategic
impact. In addition he will lead on Communications for the project and our
Leadership training for practitioners.
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EMMA CLARKSON | Cowgate Under 5s | Senior practitioner

Froebel in Childhood Practice

About - Emma Clarkson is a Froebelian Senior Practitioner at Cowgate,
where she leads our work on children's perspectives and nature play. She
has a background in music which she loves to share with our children.
Role - Emma will co-design and (from a practice standpoint) lead our
child-led action research programme exploring approaches to children's
participation. With children she will also co-design and deliver our regular
Mobile Hub outreach, building relationships and showcasing Froebelian
practice with diverse additional communities.

SCOTT CRAIG | Cowgate Under 5s | Senior practitioner

Froebel in Childhood Practice

About - Scott Craig is a Froebelian Senior Practitioner at Cowgate Under
5s, where he supports our operational systems, team development and
engagement with families. He is currently studying for a BA in Childhood
Practice at the University of Edinburgh.
Role - Alongside Emma and Lian, Scott will co-host visitor events at the
Hub and co-design our child-led action research programme.

CATRIONA GILL | University of Edinburgh | Teaching associate

Froebel in Childhood Practice

About - Catriona Gill is Head Teacher of Greengables Nursery School &
Family Centre. She co-convenes the Edinburgh Froebel Network and
tutors on The University’s Froebel courses, specialising in the Gifts and
Occupations. In 2016, she was awarded Recognition in Professional
Enquiry by the General Teaching Council of Scotland.
Role - Catriona will support Practitioner Inquiry training with a particular
focus on Froebel's Gift and Occupations in contemporary practice.

KRISTINA KONSTANTONI | University of Edinburgh | Teaching & research associate
Froebel in Childhood Practice

About - Dr Kristina Konstantoni is a Lecturer in Childhood Studies, codirector of the Centre for Education for Racial Equality in Scotland
(CERES) and an associate researcher at the Centre for Research on
Families and Relationships (CRFR). She runs our post-graduate course
Froebel, Social Justice and the Early Years.
Role - Kristina will co-lead our international training in Greece and our
outreach including with the third sector and Mobile Hub. She will also
contribute to our research and evaluation and co-author our comparative
study of international Froebelian practice.
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MARLIES KUSTATSCHER | University of Edinburgh | Research associate Froebel in Childhood Practice
About - Dr Marlies Kustatscher is a Lecturer in Childhood Studies, codirector of the Centre for Education for Racial Equality in Scotland
(CERES) and an associate researcher at the Centre for Research on
Families and Relationships (CRFR). She runs the BA in Childhood Practice.
Role - Marlies will co-develop and deliver our Spokes training with
particular oversight of research methodologies and ethics. She will also
co-author our Practitioner Inquiry toolkit.

MAGGIE MORRISON | University of Edinburgh | Teaching associate Froebel in Childhood Practice
About - Dr Maggie Morrison is a former early years practitioner and
current Teaching Fellow in Childhood Studies, lecturing on Children and
the Family on the BA in Childhood Practice. She is principally concerned
with issues of social justice and inclusion in early years from an
international standpoint, and specialises in narrative analysis.
Role - Maggie will co-deliver our Practitioner Inquiry training and support
the evaluation of practitioner settings and research projects.

JOHN RAVENSCROFT | University of Edinburgh | Senior research associate
About - John Ravenscroft is Professor of Childhood Visual Impairment
and formerly Head of the Scottish Sensory Centre. He has written
extensively on collaborative working across children's services, and is
particularly interested in how children with visual impairment and complex
needs represent their own experiences (and how they are represented).
Role - John will lead on research and publishing around Froebelian
approaches to inclusion within Early Learning and Childcare, and support
our meta-data analysis and wider programme evaluation.

KAY TISDALL | University of Edinburgh | Senior research associate
About - Professor Kay Tisdall is Chair of Childhood Policy at the
University and has written widely on children's rights and participation.
She is a member of UNICEF UK's "Child Rights" advisory group, and is a
former Director of Policy & Research at Children in Scotland.
Role - Kay will lead on the design, evaluation and writing of our child-led
action research programme exploring themes of children’s participation
and influence in the ELC sector from a Froebelian standpoint.
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4.3 COLLABORATION AND COMMUNICATION
As highlighted in section 3.1 (above) we will begin the project with a re-grounding in Froebelian
principles in relation to our own working culture, beginning with practical reflection at our three
day evaluation frameworks workshop (September 2020).
Technically, we will co-create a detailed communications plan and tonal guidelines - setting out
who, what and how internal and external communications will be managed, both inclusively and
eﬀectively.
Operationally, we will hold quarterly full team meetings - to review and redistribute capacity,
appraise new circumstances and requests, check in on the eﬃcacy of our administrative and
communications functions, and shared our individual “Lived Stories” in relation to our part in the
Hub and Spoke.
Sub-team meetings and reviews of specific activities have also been described within the Detailed
Project Plan.

Our wise elders: communication and collaboration at Cowgate under 5s (June 2019)
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PART FIVE: RISK ASSESSMENT

The following risk assessment gives an overview of the main risks faced by the project along with
mitigation measures. They are all tolerable (indeed the conversations they may enable if they
happen can be positive). Our feedback and operational mechanisms will cultivate proactive and
rigourous mechanisms in for dynamically identifying and assessing these and other risks.

RISK > Impact
1 Capacity overload in

MITIGATION

POST-MITIGATION
status

See Section 1.6 and Appendix 1.

core team
Quality of work suﬀers

Quarterly operational review against principles. Low risk, high impact.
Scale back in years 2-3 if required.
Tolerable.

Wellbeing suﬀers

Collective and supervisory line-management
support in place. Capacity in team to
redistribute.

Low risk, high impact.
Tolerable.

Activities not delivered

Early warning indicators at team meetings.
Project structured responsively.

Low risk, medium
impact. Tolerable.

2 Capacity overload for

Practitioner Inquiry
participants & settings
Quality of work and/or
Hub reputation or
relationships suﬀer

Continuous Hub focus on quality over quantity, Medium risk,
sustainability over “surge” and Froebelian
dispersed. Tolerable.
integrity over external demands.

Wellbeing suﬀers

PI model provides for a senior and practitioner Low risk, high impact.
from each setting, the former to provide
Tolerable.
operational and dialogic support throughout.
Hub role of additional support, encouragement
and celebration.

Activities not delivered

Extremely simple & clear comms, long leadLow risk, medium
ins, templates and guidance in place at start of impact. Tolerable.
programme - plus flexibility

3 Infrastructure

Poor cashflow
management

Budget clearly incorporated into University
WorkTribe system. Non-budgeted expenditure
reviewed in advance. Quarterly reporting.

Withdrawal of support
from Froebel Trust,
University or Edinburgh
City Council

Evaluation frameworks incorporate institutional Low risk, high impact.
needs and thematic cross-over, reporting
Tolerable.
mechanisms, participation and channels of
communication.

Social, political or
economic changes in
participant communities

Routine and open channels of communication
between participants, Spokes and the Hub
using the SWOT model to meet threats.
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Low risk, high impact.
Tolerable.

Unknown. Tolerable.

PART SIX: DETAILED COSTINGS

For our detailed programme budget, please see the document “Budget and Staﬃng Totals”
submitted with this application (one tab per year). Please note: as discussed with The Froebel
Trust we have two day rates which exceed the £350 advised cap, for Professors Kay Tisdall and
John Ravenscroft. These are oﬀset by lower day rates for other project staﬀ.

PART SEVEN: REFEREES

The following individuals have been appraised and agreed to speak to The Froebel Trust as
referees on our behalf. You are welcome to contact the first two only, or as many as you wish.
Louise Scott Email: Louise.Scott@gov.scot
Louise Scott is Senior Principal Research Oﬃcer for the Scottish Government, leading on the
Scottish Government's Early Years expansion programme to double the number of nursery hours
available to children over three. She has been involved in our early scoping conversations about
the creation of a national research, policy and practice centre.
Dr Jane Read Email: janeread1950@gmail.com
Jane Read is a retired Senior Lecturer in Early Childhood Studies and specialises in the historical
and philosophical background to current services. Jane studied history at university and trained
as a librarian and archivist. She was Archivist of the Froebel Archive for Childhood Studies for
many years, combining this role with teaching on BA, MA and CPD programmes at Roehampton.
Professor John Davis Email: john.davis@strath.ac.uk
John M Davis is a Professor of Education at the University of Strathclyde. John previously
worked at the University of Edinburgh as director of the BA in Childhood Studies and
subsequently as Professor of Childhood Inclusion. His research focuses on the intersections
between childhood, adolescence, family life, professional development and social justice.
Sarah Davidson Email: sarah.aitken2@btinternet.com
Sarah is a recent parent of children attending Cowgate Under 5s, former Director-General for
Organisational Development and Operations at the Scottish Government, and currently Chief
Executive Oﬃcer of The Carnegie UK Trust which supports the Give Them Time campaign.

EXTERNAL EXAMINATION
While Practitioner Inquiry training will not be accredited (in the scope of the current programme),
we are grateful to have the support of Professor Tina Bruce CBE who has committed to
assessing and feeding back on a range of our outputs and programme, including a sample of
Practitioner-led research and tools.
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PART EIGHT: FURTHER INFORMATION

ACADEMIC RECORD
As a world-leading research-intensive University, one of the top 20 in the world, we are here to
address tomorrow’s greatest challenges. We celebrate and strengthen our deep-rooted and
distinctive internationalism, attracting the world’s best minds and building innovative global
partnerships for research, teaching and impact. In Early Years, we have pioneered new courses
and definitions of quality. We have established the benchmark BA Childhood Practice course (part
time) to promote continuing professional development and leadership in the ELC sector across
Scotland, as well as the Froebel Certificate and Masters in Froebel and Social Justice.
Our team’s research on Froebelian themes is widely published. See Appendix 6 for further details.
Other recents and current grants include:
‘Safe, Inclusive Participative Pedagogy: Improving Early Childhood Education in Fragile
Contexts’ (2020-2024). A £1.8 million research project funded by Global Challenges, UKRI and
the ESRC in the UK. Led by Professor Kay Tisdall, and including members of the Hub and Spoke
team (Konstantoni, Kustatscher, McNair and Ravenscroft) - in partnership with teams in Brazil
(CIESPI), South Africa (the Children’s Institute), the University of Eswatini and the University of
Bethlehem. The project aims to identify and develop safe, inclusive participative pedagogy that is
implementable in fragile contexts and sustainable for governments, communities and families.
The play-café project: What would Froebelian play cafés look like? (2020). A Froebel Trustfunded action research grant exploring questions around integrative public spaces for children’s
and families’ play, social networks and wellbeing. Led by Dr Kristina Konstantoni.
Life stories: developing a Froebelian approach to documenting children's experiences in the
early years (2019). A Froebel Trust-funded action research project to inquire into alternative to the
tracking and monitoring culture applied across ELC. Led by Dr Lynn McNair OBE.
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PART NINE: UNDERTAKINGS

✔ I / we confirm that by ticking this box, I/we (and all those providing personal information in the
application) have read and understood the Froebel Trust Privacy Policy statement.

Consent for specific processing
Our Privacy Notice explains the ways in which we intend to process your personal data. We do not need your consent
when we process your personal data for the purpose of fulfilling our contractual obligations to you, complying with our
own legal obligations, or for our own legitimate interests. However, some of our processing activities do need your
consent. We require your consent in order that your personal data can be transferred outside the EEA for the purpose of
the audit, evaluation and assessment of the activities funded by the grant, both during the application process, and
during the administration of the grant. Please note that this personal data will not be subject to the same protections as
it would be in the EEA. You will not be able to enforce your rights against the people we are sharing your personal data
with. You do not have to give consent however please note that if you do not give your consent we may be unable to
assess your grant application and/or administer your grant. You can withdraw your consent at any time by emailing
sacha@froebeltrust.org.uk or writing to The Froebel Trust, Clarence Lodge, Clarence Lane, London, SW15 5JW.

✔ I/we agree to our information being sent outside the EEA, if necessary, for the purpose of the
audit, evaluation and assessment of the activities funded by the grant

Confirmation of consent for processing third party personal data
I* confirm that I have obtained consent from all the data subjects (or where the data subject is a child, from their
parents) of the personal data in my grant application for the transfer of this personal data outside the EEA. I have
explained to the data subjects that this personal data will be transferred outside the EEA for the purpose of the audit,
evaluation and assessment of the activities funded by the research grant, both during the application process and
during the administration of the grant. I have explained to the data subjects that this personal data will not be subject to
the same safeguards as it would be in the EEA and that they cannot enforce their rights against the recipients of the
data. I have explained to the data subjects that they can withdraw their consent to the processing at any time. Our
Privacy Notice explains the ways in which we intend to process your personal data. We do not need your consent when
we process your personal data for the purpose of fulfilling our contractual obligations to you, complying with our own
legal obligations, or for our own legitimate interests. Our Privacy Notice explains the ways in which we intend to
process your personal data. We do not need your consent when we process your personal data for the purpose of
fulfilling our contractual obligations to you, complying with our own legal obligations, or for our own legitimate interests.

Name: Dr Lynn McNair

Date: 27 February 2020

Publishing Details of the Projects
The Froebel Trust may publish the details of the Hub and Spoke projects and the findings of its programme evaluation
on its website and in other media. We cannot preserve the anonymity of Hubs or guarantee to uphold the anonymity of
staﬀ / commentators. We will protect the identity of children unless we have received express permission from legal
guardians for the children to be named in any reports. We ask Hubs to seek express permission to make public any
photographic or video evidence that is collected for or during our evaluation and that is directly relevant to any report
you / we might want to make public.

✔ I/we understand that information about Hubs may be published and anonymity cannot be

guaranteed. We undertake to gain specific and appropriate consents for any visual records
including photographs of children or adults used for reporting / evaluation purposes.
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PART TEN: DUE DILIGENCE
The following documents have been sent with this application.
•
•
•
•

10.1 Child protection / Safeguarding policy - University of Edinburgh
10.2 Child protection / Safeguarding policy - University of Edinburgh
10.3 Certificate of Employer’s Liability
10.4 Redacted bank statement - University of Edinburgh

The following links will supply:
• Last two years submitted, annual financial accounts (University of Edinburgh)
2019: https://www.ed.ac.uk/files/atoms/files/
201908_uoe_annual_accounts_2019_29_online.pdf
2018: https://www.ed.ac.uk/files/atoms/files/
university_of_edinburgh_annual_report_and_accounts_2017.18.pdf
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APPENDICES

I. CORE AND SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES
For the purposes of this application the following activities are considered non-core (or
supplementary). For more information see section 1.6 above.
• Third sector outreach
• Third sector network development
• Third sector strategic plan (children’s participation)

II. PRACTITIONER INQUIRY: OUR REACH

Froebel Trained Participants 2020-2023
SCOTLAND

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

Subtotals

Total no. settings

75

75

75

225

New settings

75

50

50

175

150

150

150

450

75

75

150

75

75

75

225

1875

2500

2500

6875

PI trained practitioners
Leadership trained practitioners
PI research projects
Est no. of children*

0

GREECE & CZECH REPUBLIC
Total no. settings

30

30

60

New settings

30

20

50

PI trained practitioners

60

60

120

30

30

30

30

60

750

1250

New settings

105

70

75

225

PI trained practitioners

210

210

150

570

105

75

180

105

105

75

285

2625

3750

2500

8875

Leadership trained practitioners
PI research projects
Est no. of children
Global totals

Leadership trained practitioners
PI research projects
Est no. of children
Notes

* Children reached calculated at 50% in each setting’s
first (prototyping) year, 100% in subsequent (rollout)
years - based on an average number of 50 children per
setting
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III. A REFLECTIVE GUIDE TO OUR PRACTICE
The following is an example of a recent tool created by Cowgate for our own staﬀ, volunteers,
visitors and families to promote an understanding of our dialogical Froebelian practice.
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IV. NATIONAL CENTRE - A DRAFT CHARTER (2019)
You will find this document attached to our application email.
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Bruce, T., Elfer, P., Powell, S., and Werth, L. (2018) The Routledge International Handbook of
Froebel Early Childhood Practice: Re-articulating research and policy. Routledge: London.
Creswell, J. W. and Creswell, J. D. (2018) Research Design: Qualitative, Quantitative and Research
Methods. Sage: London.
Davies, B. (2016) Listening to Children: Being and Becoming (Contesting Early Childhood).
Routledge: London.
Davis, J. (1998) ‘Understanding the meanings of children: a reflexive process’. Children and
Society. Vol. 12 (5), pp. 325-335.
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environments: lessons from the CREANOVA project. Learning Landscapes, 6 (1). pp. 179-200.
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Elfer, P., Goldschmied, E., and Selleck, D. (2012) Key Persons in the Early Years: Building
Relationships for Quality Provision in Early Years Settings and Primary Schools, Routledge,
London
Epstein, M. (2012) The Transformative Humanities: A Manifesto. Bloomsbury Academic: London
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VI. SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS BY OUR TEAM
Byrne, S., Cairns, L., Davis J.M., Johnson R., Konstantoni, K., Kustatscher, M. (2018) ‘Children’s
Rights to Education – Where is the Weight for Children’s Views?’. International Journal of
Children’s Rights 26, pp. 38-60.
Cuevas-Parra, P. and Tisdall, E.K.M. (2019) ‘Child-Led Research: Questioning knowledge’, Social
Sciences 8(2).
Gadda, A.M., Harris, J., Tisdall, E.K.M., Millership, E. and Kilkelly, U. (2019) ‘Human Rights’
Monitoring and Implementation: how to make rights ‘real’ in children’s lives’. International Journal
of Human Rights, 23(3): pp. 317-322
Konstantoni, K. and Emejulu, A. (2017) ‘When Intersectionality Met Childhood Studies: The
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Kustatscher, M. (2017) ‘Young children's social class identities in everyday life at primary school:
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Kustatscher, M. (2016) ‘The emotional geographies of belonging: Children’s intersectional
identities in primary school’. Children’s Geographies, 15 (1), 65-79.
McNair, L. J. , Cameron, I., Gilbertson, L (2020) ‘Adults roles in support of early childhood play,
encouraging sensitivity to the individual and reflexive approaches’. Scottish Educational Review. 5
(2), pp. 43-49.
McNair, L. et al. (2019) ‘Communities of Froebelian practice: strawberry runners and the Edinburgh
Froebel Network’. In T. Bruce., P. Elfer., S. Powell., and L. Werth (eds.) The Routledge International
Handbook of Froebel and Early Childhood Practice. London: Routledge.
Ravenscroft, J., McNair, L., Davis, J. (2019) ‘The Continuing Need for Child Led Approaches within
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Argyropoulos (eds.) Inclusive Practices, Equity and Access for Individuals with Disabilities: Insights
for Educators Across the World. London: Palgrave., pp. 179-200.
Tisdall, E.K.M. (2018). ‘Applying human rights to children’s participation in research’. In Twomey,
M. and Carroll, C. (eds) Seen and heard: an interdisciplinary exploration of researching children’s
participation, engagement and voice, Oxford: Peter Lang, pp. 17-38. (translated into German for
publication)
Tisdall, E.K.M. (2015) ‘Participation, Rights and ‘Participatory’ Methods’. In Farrell, A., Kagan,
S.L., Tisdall, E.K.M. (eds) The SAGE Handbook of Early Childhood Research, London: Sage, pp.
73-88.
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